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CHSR vs. the SUB jukebox
- the pros,cons,and you t
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worthwhile student organ- of the profit, (the other $2500 is definitely in favour of the
installation of the C.H.S.R. 1
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"HCT PZ' SMÜÏÏÏ3Æ5 S?) in me Coffee Shop, and .a,

improving the atmosphere of C.H.S.R. presently has speakers would cost approximately cent of students questioned
the Coffee Shop, with some in the Smoke Shop and some $150. He added that with the were in favour. He commented
blame being attached to the of the offices, with orders to juke-box,the selection of music that it is really up to the SUB
juke-box This resulted in in- the Service Department for can be controlled. Board of Directors. The Board
creased supervision and lower- further expansion. Bill Akerley, director of has not sa yet reached any
ing the wolume of the juke-box Removal of the juke-box C.H.S.R., has stated that he decision. 
ldSt fan would mean the loss of $">500

McKinney has stated that
C.H.S.R. should be supported the SUB’s fifty percent share

of the Student Unionarea

Therei
no doubt !
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’worth of revenue each year, /|4$|
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her mind .
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for his help in this issue. 1j
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546 King Street. „ Here, above and below, two CHSR staffers prepare the 
^ sounds from “the music people” on campus. If they have 
.jg. anything to do about it, they’ll be broadcasting to the SUB
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■X- cafeteria in the near future.
Large Selection of Posters*
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* «Exclusive Fashions*
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•Handmade Leather Goods* * Jà
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* - :When it comes to choos

ing the right sanitary protec
tion, there is no doubt in her 
mind She uses Tampax 
tampons and has, right trom 
the start. They were developed 
by a doctor, so she knows 
they're safe. And they give her 
the protection she needs.

Tampax tampons are 
softly compressed to give 
better absorption. And they're 
the only tampon that comes 
in three absorbency-sizes: 
Regular, Super and 
Junior. Because they're 
internally worn, there 
are no bulky pads, pins or belts. 
So she's tree to dress the way 
she wants and do what she 
wants, every day ot the month.

Use Tampax tampons, 
without a doubt.
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brazieri
bOpen Forum featuring the candidates for the Leadership of 

The New Brunswick Liberal Party.

Question and Answer period to follow speakers.

Chairman: Prof. Dan Hurley, UNB Law School.
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tight from thé start...
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• it IPresented by the UNB and St. Thomas Liberal Club.* ***
Drop over the Bridge for: 

Thick,Creamy Milkshakes 

1/4 lb. Brazier Burgers

I* *
Wednesday 9 September 29 

Tilley Hall, Room 102 

Time-BtOOpm
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TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY 
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD., 

BARRIE. ONTARIO
I 52 7 UnionSt.
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